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RED
Red feels like a red and warm blanket a kid 
is wearing in the night of Christmas.

Red sounds like a blazing hot fire burning in 
the fireplace in the night of Christmas.

Red smells like a yummy sausage that is 
just toasted.

Red tastes like a juicy, sour tomato. 

Red looks like a kid’s face after he is 
embarrass.



ORANGE
Orange feels like a bumpy gummies bears.

Orange sounds like a baby parrot making 
funny noises.

Orange smells like a boiled, sweet pumpkin.

Orange tastes like a jar of thick, yummy 
honey.

Orange looks like the sun when it is ready to 
set.



YELLOW
Yellow feels like the hot blazing sun shining 
on a sandy beach.

Yellow sounds like the wind rustling the 
delicate leafs at the end of August.

Yellow smells like a slippery soap sitting near 
the sink.

Yellow tastes like a soft, juicy mango.

Yellow looks like a surfboard resting in the 
sun.



GREEN
Green feels like new grasses on the ground 
when I have a picnic in spring.

Green sounds like a juicy caterpillar crawling 
through the grass.

Green smells like fresh apples growing on a 
tree.

Green tastes like a broccoli on in a salad.

Green looks like a tree that almost 
connected to each other in a forest.



BLUE
Green feels like new grasses on the ground 
when I have a picnic in spring.

Green sounds like a juicy caterpillar crawling 
through the grass.

Green smells like fresh apples growing on a 
tree.

Green tastes like a broccoli on in a salad.

Green looks like a tree that almost 
connected to each other in a forest.



PURPLE
Purple feels like the bumpy surface of a rock.

Purple sounds like a busy hummingbird fly 
across field after field.

Purple smells like the fresh grape juice 
oozing out a grape as it fell down from a 
rattan. 

Purple tastes like the flesh of a juicy 
eggplant.

Purple looks like the inside of a sweet potato 
that is ready to eat.



BLACK
Black feels like the back day on a rainy 
weather.

Black sounds like tar spilling out of a bin.

Black smells like the paint in a busy art 
room.

Black tastes like the warm brownies on a 
lunch table that had just been baked.

Black looks like the smelly smoke that had 
come out the chimney of a colossal factory.



WHITE
White feels like soft and fluffy downy of a 
swan.

White sounds like the crack of a floating ice. 

White smells like sticky paints that are not 
dried.

White tastes like a piece of icy snow.

White looks like a cup of the juice of a 
coconut.



GOLD
Gold feels like the force sunshine on my face.

Gold sounds like a coin fell out a leather 
wallet.

Gold smells like a jewelry inside a rich 
treasure box.

Gold tastes like a shiny cheese under the 
sun. 

Gold look like the sun light reflected of a 
round mirror.



WORD BANK
Embarrass: to shame, to cause confusion 
(Situation: If you done something bad, you 
may feel embarrassed.)

Blazing: burning, force (Situation: At noon, 
the sun is blazing hot.)

Rustling: soft sound (Situation: The wind is 
rustling the leaf in the end of the season.)

Delicate: fragile, easily damaged (Situation: 
The last delicate leaf from the tall tree had 
fall.)

Rapid: moving in a great speed (Situation: 
The sharks turned the rapid water into a 
frost.) 



WORD BANK CONT.

Unfortunately : unlucky (Situation: The 
Unfortunately child hit his body on the 
ground of the mud.)

Oozing: (of moisture, liquid, etc.) to flow 
(Situation: The soup is oozing out of the pot 
in a slowly speed.)

Rattan: climbing palms (Situation: The 
grape had just fallen down the rattan.)

Flesh: the soft substance of a human, 
vegetable or other animal body. (Situation: 
The eagle is flying in a great speed to try to 
get a nice flesh of meat out of the rabbit’s 
head.)

Tar: smoke solids or component (Situation: 
We use tar to make the streets and roads.)


